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A man lies down for a normal night of sleep and inexplicably awakens to find himself in a surreal

garden bursting with fantastic aromas and colors. A succession of â€œtour guidesâ€• come and go,

helping him to interpret the landscapeâ€™s fragrant messages, each one a clue on the journey to

discover his true Self, and, ultimately, the Creator of the Country Beyond. This book by famed

author, Michael Phillips (over 7 million books sold), is the first of three spiritual fantasies, the second

being Hell and Beyond, followed by Heaven and Beyond. In each book, the reader is challenged to

set aside preconceived notions of death, heaven and hell, and enter into regions beyond the human

imagination, worlds filled with surprise and discovery, fresh hope and infinite love.
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This book is very inspirational. It points out that God gave us our 'self' and we must take care of our

'self' because some day we are going to be givng our self back to Him. And every decision we

make, even the smallest, most unimportant decision makes up what and who we become and is

what we present to God when he calls us home. This book is very well written and easy to read, but



really makes the reader stop and think. It is a very powerful, thought provoking book and one that I

will be reading over and over again.

I purchased this book because of the beautiful, eye appealing cover. The purchase was made two

week after a life threatening heart infection. This book along with that experience has help me

realize what is really important in this life. It was used of God to heal old wounds and renew my

relationship with Him. Reading this book will be one of the most memorable times in my spiritual

walk. It is wonderful. A must to read. njk.

I truly enjoyed this book as it unfolds a story that deals with what one would think is the "afterlife".

This is centered around a garden that has been maintained throughout the life time of the author.

From one flower comes either a scent or a color that represents something that has occurred in life,

either good or bad. There are bushes and trees that have been chosen to show how a behavoir,

belief, word, act or deed was dealt with while on earth.The most signficant memory I have is that we

have been given everything we need to be successful here on earth. It is how we chose to use each

gift that we have which determines our "afterlife". God gave us our "will" and by doing so we have

"choices". We need to be conscience everyday of the choices we make. ...because it may bring up

a foul smelling flower or discolored bush or tree. Reading this book allowed me to reflect on my

"limitations" and see why I must do all I can to do His "will".

The book is a spirituality treatise and is beautifully written. The Garden is all the actions, good and

bad, that an individual has done in his lifetime. They are represented by flowers. Some smell good

and some don't. The individual is led through the garden by various guides. Very interesting look at

what one has done with the life he has been given. ENJOY!

Love this book. Have owned it for a few years and have read it several times. I have enjoyed other

books by Michael Phillips but his one is definitely my favorite. It is like a glimpse into his view (and

CS Lewis')of being introduced to heaven. Very thought-provoking, funny and comforting all at the

same time. I would recommend it.

It is not your usual novel with plot and characters. It is a glimpse of what the anti-room to life after

death might be like. It is Scriptural in that it uplifts and clarifies God;s purpose for his children, that

is: that they may become more like Christ. I would say it is presented in an imaginative, interesting



and challenging way.
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